Abstract. In this paper the following results will be obtained. (1) Let X be a closed image of a normal M-space and Y a paracompact first countable /"-space. If XX 7 is normal, then X X Y is collectionwise normal. (2) Let X be a collectionwise normal space and Y a a-locally compact paracompact space. If X X Y is normal, then Y x y is collectionwise normal.
1. Introduction. Throughout this paper all spaces are Hausdorff spaces and all maps are continuous.
In general, when X and Y are collectionwise normal spaces, X x Y is not necessarily normal. Further, the following fact is known.
(I) (Przymusiñski [13] ) (MA + -,CH). There exists a paracompact first countable space X such that X2 is normal but not collectionwise normal.
But, if we assume that X X Y is normal, then X X Y may be collectionwise normal. Concerning this, the following theorems are known.
(II) (Rudin and Starbird [15, 17] ). Let X be a collectionwise normal space and Y a paracompact M-space and X X Y normal. Then XX Y is collectionwise normal.
(III) (Nagami [10] ). Let X be a collectionwise normal P-space and Y a paracompact o-space and X X Y normal. Then XX Y is collectionwise normal.
In this paper we shall prove the following results. Theorem 1. Let X be a closed image of a normal M-space and Y a paracompact first countable P-space and X X Y normal. Then XX Y is collectionwise normal. Theorem 2. Let X be a collectionwise normal space and Y a o-locally compact paracompact space and X X Y normal. Then XX Y is collectionwise normal.
The definitions of M-spaces and P-spaces are due to Morita [7] and o-spaces are due to Okuyama [12] .
2. Proof of Theorem 1. To prove Theorem 1, we use the following (IV) [3] , Let X be a collectionwise normal 2-space (in the sense of Nagami [11] ) and 7 a paracompact first countable P-space. Then X X Y is collectionwise normal.
We first prove the following lemmas. Lemma 1 is useful in proving collectionwise normality of a space X. Proof. Let us put Hx = U{0\" -^{Oifi^i < n,p. g A, p. * X}\n < wj.Then {HX\X e A} satisfies the required conditions. Remark 1. In Theorem 3, if we replace the condition "f'1(x) is countably compact " by "f~\x) is compact ", then we can drop the first countability of Y.
Proof of Theorem 1. Let Z be a normal M-space and /: Z -> X a closed onto map and Y a paracompact first countable P-space such that X X Y is normal. Then Z X Y is collectionwise normal by (IV) because every normal M-space is a collectionwise normal 2-space [11, and in 12, Theorem 3.3]. By Theorem 3.1 in [5] , X = Un<uX", X" is closed discrete for n > 1 and f~l(x) is countably compact for each x G X0. Therefore, by Theorem 3, X X Y is collectionwise normal. Proof. Let X be a collectionwise normal 2-space and Z a paracompact first countable M-space and /: Z -* Y a closed onto map such that X X Y is normal. Then X X Z is collectionwise normal by (IV) because every M-space is a P-space [7] . By [4] , Y = U"<uYn, Yn is closed discrete for n > 1 and/_1(y) is compact for each y g Y0. Hence X X Y is collectionwise normal (see Remark 1) .
We proved essentially the following in [2, Theorem 6].
(V). Let X be a locally countably compact space and Z a first countable space and /: Z -> Y a closed map onto a space Y such that Y = \Jn<uYn, Ynis closed discrete for n > 1 and/~x( y) is compact for each y g Y0. If X X Z is normal, then X X Y is normal.
The following theorem can be proved in a way similar to the proof of Theorem 4 using (V). 3. Proof of Theorem 2 and a related result. Even in case Y has only one nonisolated point, X X Y is not necessarily normal for a collectionwise normal space X. In fact, let X be the Dowker space constructed by Rudin [14] and Y = [0, w] with the order topology. Then X is collectionwise normal and X X Y is not normal [14] . However, in case Y has only one nonisolated point, the following holds. "For any collectionwise normal space X, if X X Y is normal, then XX Y is collectionwise normal. " We shall prove the following theorem which contains both in case (i) Y is o-locally compact paracompact, and in case (ii) Y has only one nonisolated point. There exist spaces expressed as the form of Y in Theorem 6 but neither (i) nor (ii). E. g., the Michael line [6] is so. Further, if Y is a paracompact subspace of F where F is the Bing's Example G or H [1] , then Y satisfies the conditions in Theorem 6 but Y is necessarily neither (i) nor (ii). Therefore it seems good to consider the space Y satisfying the conditions in Theorem 6.
A subspace A of a space X is said to be P-embedded in X if every locally finite cozero-set cover of A has a refinement which can be extended to a locally finite cozero-set cover of X (Shapiro [16] ). Then LKn is open in X XY,Axn (XX C") c Lx>" for each X g A and { Lx JX g A } is disjoint.
Since X X Y is normal, there is a discrete family {Gx n\X g A) of open sets of XX Y such that Ax n (X X C") c Gx ", C1(GX ") c LXn -U^^.
If we consider {Gx JX g A, n < a}, by Lemma 
